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NewsletterGLAA

Looking back through a few GLAA newsletters from earlier years, I saw in an ’89
edition’s cover page a ‘tag line’ provided by Carl Alberg ... ”It seems to have
worked out OK.”

Congratulations!! It would appear that all the wonderful support and continu-
ing commitment from Members and Executives over the past 50 YEARS
has “worked out ok” for our grand old Alberg Association. The 50th Anniversary of
the Alberg 30 and the Great Lakes Alberg Association is here!! The GLAA has
gone through a few ups and downs, as any volunteer organization does over the
years. Aging demographics, growing families, relocations...even with all of these
reasons the GLAA continues with vigour (an appropriate term borrowed from com-
ments made in a very early edition of our newsletter). Along the way, the Alberg
30 Association has expanded, offering membership to Alberg sailors who own
other Carl Alberg designs...the 22, 29, 34 and 37. This strong and active Associa-
tion provides a wealth of information, shared experiences and, helps to sustain
the market value of the boats. Just as important, it also provides a family-friendly
community of like-minded sailors for racing and cruising!
2014 will be a very special year for the GLAA and Alberg 30 owners. The exciting
kick-off to the year-long celebrations is the Gala Dinner at the National Yacht Club
in Toronto on April 5th. Special guests at the Gala include a builder of Alberg 30’s,
a world renowned Alberg 30 Solo Sailor (and Honourary GLAA member) and a
member of the first family to own a Whitby Boat Works Alberg 30. This event will
be followed later in the year by 2 special summer Rendezvous events, one on the
Toronto Islands at the Royal Canadian Yacht Club and the second one at the Bay
of Quinte Yacht Club in Belleville. Details on all of these celebratory events can
be found further on in this edition of the newsletter, and also, online at the GLAA
website.
I would like to invite you to welcome the new members of your 2014 GLAA Ex-
ecutive Team at your first opportunity. Every member of the Team is busy getting
familiar with their new positions on the Executive, and organizing events for the
Annual Sailing Programme, which is taking shape very nicely! If the first Execu-
tive Meeting of the year was any indication, this Executive Team has no shortage
of enthusiasm and energy!!
Please check dates and details for all GLAA events and activi-
ties online at www.alberg.ca. Hope you enjoy this first edition of the 2014 Newslet-
ter!
Looking forward to seeing you at the 50th Anniversary events, and on the water
this year!

Fair Winds, Cathie

Commodore’ s Corner ~ Cathie Coultis
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 Arrangements for all Anniversary events and activities are proceeding as planned.

 The Anniversary print promotions in both GAM on Yachting ’ s feature article on the GLAA

and the Alberg 30 in their Boat Show Issue and Ontario Sailor ( August and Boat Show is-

sues ) have been very well received, especially the article written by our Director of Cruising,

Bill Newman.

 Articles/photos and anecdotes have been very slow in coming for the Anniversary Booklet;

however, contact has been made with a few key people who were employees of Whitby Boat

Works, and who are currently working on articles for the Booklet. A CD version of the Anniver-

sary Booklet containing additional information, will be available at a later date.

 Unfortunately, there are a few ‘ significant contributors to the Alberg world ’ who are now un-

able to attend the Gala Dinner in April due to failing health, Doug Badgley ( b uilder of the Al-

berg 22 ) and Dennis Furnis ( Foreman at Whitby Boat Works ) . The Hansens ’ first busi-

ness partner, Rod Shantz unfortunately, is also unable to attend due to health reasons. Lloyd

Johnson, one of Whitby Boat Work ’ s first employees, and later a builder of seven Alberg 30s

for Kurt Hansen, will be attending with his wife and has also contributed an article and photos

to the Anniversary Booklet. Yves Gelinas and Sandy Kedey will be our two special guest

speakers at the Gala Dinner. Many of you are familiar with the legendary Yves Gelinas, but

Sandy may not be as well known to you. Her father was the first owner of an Alberg 30 –

Opus. After a fire at Whitby Boat Works, the ‘ f irst ’ Opus was used as the plug for future

Alberg 30s and Opus 1. Sadly, Sandy ’ s dad Gerry Kedey passed away in 2010. He and his

family were very active at the National Yacht Club and around Lake Ontario. Gerry was a very

successful racer at the National Yacht Club and was instrumental in the creation of our grand

old Association.

 Marc Decorte and Rob Feeney will be assisting me with ‘ day of ’ duties at the Gala Dinner,

but we need more volunteers to take care of the registration and display/regalia tables. Rob

has offered to put together a continuous streaming photo story for the evening utilizing the

yacht club ’ s new large screen tv...so please send him your digital Alberg photos, and also, if

you have actual ‘ hard copy ’ photographs from the early years or present day, please send

those to Rob. He ’ l l scan them and then return the originals to you. Please contact Rob di-

rectly for more information on this project ( his coordinates are in the 2013 Roster ) Thanks!

50th ANNIVERSARY Report
~ Cathie Coultis, Chair

– 50th Anniversary Committee
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50th Anniversary Report

 Phil Birkenheier has graciously volunteered to take care of the arrangements for a

Silent Auction during the Gala, and would also welcome more help on the ‘ day of ’ .

A letter has been mailed out to all of the businesses in our Partners Programme re-

questing donations for this event. The Partners have all been invited to the Gala Din-

ner as well. To-date, Good Old Boat has responded with the donation of a selection

of their t-shirts, and The Rigging Shoppe recently sent a donation of $50.00.

 Registrations for the Gala Dinner have been slowly coming in, but recently have

picked up with members returning from warmer climes. To-date, there are 50 mem-

bers and guests registered. Not many people have taken advantage of the special

accommodation arrangements.

 I am still looking for Alberg anecdotes to make into 4x6 laminated cards which will go

on small stands and sit on the dining tables.

 Along with this being a special year for the Association and the Alberg 30, there will

also be a celebratory exhibition called the New Age of Sail at the Marine Museum of

the Great Lakes at Kingston. Honorary Curators for this special 50th Anniversary are

sailing legends and boat builders George Cuthbertson and Bruce Kirby. The Alberg

30 will be included in this exhibition. On behalf of the GLAA, I was approached to

be involved in this special project, and am currently searching for any original mate-

rial from Whitby Boat Works, whether it simply be an original Alberg 30 brochure or

line drawings...please contact me.

 Soon after I put an email ‘ call-out ’ to the GLAA membership for appropriate his-

torical material/data, Bill Newman responded advising he may have access to a

beautiful full model of an Alberg 30...which as it turns out, is of his boat. Bill, very

kindly, is making arrangements to have this model available on loan to the Exhibition,

which begins in May. Very shortly, I will be attending a New Age of Sail Exhibition

meeting at the Museum. Afterwards, additional details of this very special exhibition

will be broadcast to our membership as more information becomes available.

 In closing, I would like to sincerely thank everyone who has contributed their time and

energies throughout both this year and last with preparations to celebrate the GLAA

and Alberg 30 ’ s historic 50th Anniversary. Thank you!!
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A reminder to all that the

reduced annual membership rate of

$40.00 goes up after 31 March,

2014.

Send your applications to:

GLAA Membership

C/O 42 Ursula Ave

St Catharines ON

L2T1T1

Before March 31!

Make sure corrections to

emails, addresses, phone numbers

and names are included as these

will be reflected in the next iteration

of the Membership Roster.

A further reminder is that

Larry Richardson is still accepting

submissions of photos, stories and

technical articles for inclusion in the

Commemorative booklet/DVD.

Send them

to lwrichardson@cogeco.ca or via

Canada Post to the aforementioned

address.

Membership Director ’ s Message: Larry Richardson
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As I grew up in what was

then Fort William, my childhood re-

volved around sailing on Lake Supe-

rior. I came from a family of sailors

and boatbuilders; boat construction

manuals, sailing magazines, and a

sequence of boats in various stages

of construction in our back yard punc-

tuated my formative years.

I saw my first Alberg 30 in 1968;

a local dentist had purchased one and

had it trucked up to the Lakehead.

Although I ’ d sailed on some Cheoy

Lees, the Alberg epitomized my ideal

of a sailboat. That particular one,

which I ’ m told still sails, routinely

trounced our wooden home-built

boats on all points of sail in every

race. And its seaworthiness and habi-

tability proved themselves in short

order. Naturally, I had to have one.

Pursuing a degree, following a

career in music and teaching, and start-

ing a family interceded, but eventually

my wish was realized in 2008 with the

purchase of Grayling, sail number 98

from 1965. She ’ s a family heirloom,

owned and maintained by the same

family since her launch in 1965. Much

of the gear that came with her is of that

vintage, and for me it ’ s a gift to re-

connect to my youth through it.

What ’ s more, she ’ s the same colour

as the first one I saw back in ‘ 68!

It ’ s now my privilege to assume

newsletter duties for the GLAA, and I

have big shoes to fill. Fifty years of Al-

berg 30s is a true achievement of suc-

cess by any standard, particularly in

this age of disposability.

It ’ s also my wish that the newslet-

ter will do justice both to our boats and

the people who sail them with the re-

flection of their true and enduring vir-

tues .

.

Newsletter Editor’ s Note: Jeff Willis

(Left ) the editor

in earlier days on

Lake Superior

(above ) Grayling

under full sail

(below) on the

schooner Blue-

nose
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This year marks the 50th year for Alberg 30s, and since Whitby Boat Works stopped manu-

facturing in the mid 1980 ’ s, there are none that are less than 30 years old now. This means that

owners should take a very careful look at some of the equipment aboard that has not been re-

placed since the first launch. This list applies to more than just AL30s with consideration for the

age of a boat and the manufacturer of that boat. A quick call to Brian Matthews will suggest sev-

eral very real weaknesses in hulls built in Belleville for instance.

The AL30 fleet had another dismasting in the Chesapeake last fall. It happened to be in a

race, but that was not the real reason things failed. The chain plate bolts had never been re-

placed, and so the original machine bolts with fully threaded shanks finally gave way. Fortunately,

there were other boats available to tow the boat home at no major cost, but it took 2 hours in a

river that was fairly sheltered from waves. Last I heard, it was going to be a write off by the insur-

ance company because the mast replacement cost was about one and a half times the insured

and market value of the boat. If you have not replaced these bolts, please do so now. At the

same time, you will also have an opportunity to check the chain plate knees and the tabbing on

them as well. If there have been leaks into this area, then try to get a sharp object in to the knee

core to see how good it is. I had to replace the forward knees on #528 due to delamination of the

plywood inside the tabbing.

That gets us to the wire on the chain plates next. If the rigging has never been replaced, I

suggest that it a safe bet that it needs replacing now. After 30 years or more, there will have been

enough stresses and strains on the rigging that there will have been stretch on the wire and

thread wear on the turnbuckles. There is no fixing the threads on the turnbuckles and they will let

go under tension. When that happens, you will lose your mast, as happened about 8 years ago

on one of the GLAA member ’ s hulls when the backstay turnbuckle failed.

Tech Talk: Don Campbell
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The third major area of failure on AL30s is in gate valves. These should never have been

used for the security of the holes in the hull in the first place and should be replaced as soon as

possible. We have had GLAA members who have had the stem of the gate valve that connects

the handle to the stopper rust off, and we have had failures on the WBW homemade copper

through hulls fall apart with no pressure on them. As well, stuffing boxes on the prop shaft and

rudder post ( only on later models ) should also be checked for excessive leakage and flax re-

placed with as little disturbance of the system as possible.

Other things that can fail with age are stanchion bases and the deck area below

them, any opening cut into the deck because they were never sealed at the factory; the hull to

deck joint; any deck core; any cockpit sole core; scupper drain hoses and clamps; any plumbing

flexible piping and clamps; the original alcohol stoves- particularly the rubber gaskets on the

plunger of the compression pump; the spreaders and spreader bases on the mast; the main hal-

yard sheave; the tangs on the mast, especially on AL22s; the mast beam on early AL30s; tab-

bing on bulkheads and especially the keel coverings in the forepeak of AL30s; and occasionally

the fasteners on the “ stairs ” for cabin entry. These are all things that affect the integrity of the

boat and so ought to be high priority for safety.

Things like running rigging, tiller integrity, tiller head wear, wiring, engine, and fuel stor-

age are important as well, but there are temporary fixes that can be made to these if any fail

while on the water.

It is time for a thorough check of the boat if you have not done this before now.

Tech Talk cont ’ d
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Meeting Albergers on the Chesapeake

by Richard and Margaret Mair

Late 2005: we were sailing south for the first time. After a fast downwind sail up the Dela-

ware, a slower passage through the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and a late stop off Chesa-

peake City, we were finally cruising Chesapeake Bay. We had anchored up Worton Creek ( off the

Worton Creek Marina ) to do small repairs, replenish our water supply, do laundry, explore – the

usual things.

We knew about the Chesapeake Albergers. So we weren't surprised when, leaving, we saw

another A30 anchored outside the creek. We sailed over to say hello. Jay and Joan were sailing this

particular A30, and Jay was Cruising Commodore for the Chesapeake A30 Association. There was a

rendezvous on the weekend and a cruise the following week. Would we like to come?

Why not? On impulse we accepted the invitation and made for the Magothy River. After we

dropped anchor off a small island for the night a dinghy appeared. Bob, at whose house the Fall

Rendezvous was being held, had seen us arrive. He too invited us to come, and told us how to navi-

gate the nearby channel to get closer to his home. Next morning we followed his directions to a spot

where we could anchor.

Instead he beckoned us, the first ones there, to his dock. And invited us in for showers. So we were

clean and tidy when others arrived, by boat or car. There was socializing, talk and eating and another

invitation to go along on the Alberg Association cruise.

But we needed to do a few things first. An unexpected smell the night before indicated the fan

in our composting head had quit. That needed replacing immediately. And we needed to replenish

our cash and supplies too. No problem – someone had two suitable fans ( i f one is good, two are

better ) , and Bob offered us his car to do the other errands. Everything done, we set off with the

group on their four day cruise.

With them we visited parts of the Chesapeake we wouldn't have ventured into otherwise and

ate some very good food. We also learned the meaning of skinny water and not to worry too much

about crab pots. When we said we wanted to go to the Annapolis Boat Show and worried about get-

ting there in time to find a good anchoring spot they found us a place to dock.
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Joan contacted an asso-

ciation member with a dock on

Spa Creek. We left the cruise a

little early, feeling both reluc-

tance and anticipation, and

made our way through the Spa

Creek bridge and to the waiting

dock. Our host, Paula, came to

greet us. And to teach us, finally,

the correct way to tie up to a

fixed dock and posts in these

tidal waters. Another important

lesson!

After the Boat Show

there was another Alberg event

– the Canadian/American

Friendship Weekend. Very ap-

propriate! We crewed with Bill

on Limerick for the Can/Am

races, and thoroughly enjoyed

ourselves - racing on an Ameri-

can boat. The first day was pure

fun, the second day was called

because of very high winds.

Since the weekend naturally in-

cluded socializing we met more

people, ate more good food,

caught up on happenings in To-

ronto. We had a very good time.

After a few more days of

boat work, socializing and ex-

ploring Annapolis it was time to

sail on down the Bay to the ICW.

We had a last cruise with the

Albergers to Lake Ogleton, then

worked our way down - Rhode

River, the Solomons, Glebe

River, Jackson Creek, Hampton.

And then we had a

choppy ride, water flying over the

bow, across to Norfolk and into

the ICW.

Chesapeake cont ’ d

Grow the GLAA

contest! Go on

the Archive at al-

berg.ca for more

details...

Notice

Full Name: Rosie Fleischer

Email Address: rosie@fleischer.ca

Message:

Hello and congratulations on your 50th anniversary.

My dad was Len Irvine (Woodwind - A30) and my

mother is Kaethe Looman-Irvine. We are cleaning out

the attic and have come across several sails that

used to belong to Woodwind. Could someone contact

me if anyone is interested in them? FYI...Len's grand-

son, Morgen Watson is currently on the Henri Lloyd in

the Clipper around the world race.

Looking forward to hearing from you. Cheers, Rosie
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ON JUNE 29 to July 2, 2014

BRING YOUR GOOD OLD ALBERG TO

THE GRAND OLD ROYAL CANADIAN YACHT CLUB

ON THE BEAUTIFUL TORONTO ISLANDS

CELEBRATE THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT
LAKES ALBERG ASSOCIATION AND THE 50TH ANNI-

VERSARY OF THE LEGENDARY
ALBERG 30. ALL ALBERG OWNERS ARE WEL-

COME.

YOU WILL ENJOY:

THE EXCEPTIONAL PREMISES, FACILITIES, AND FINE DINING AT

RCYC A GREAT DINNER IN THE RCYC “OVENS ROOM”THE TRAN-

QUIL BEAUTY OF THE ISLANDS

A SPECTACULAR VIEW OF THE CITY AT NIGHT

THE MOST SENSATIONAL FIREWORKS DISPLAY IN TORONTO

THE GOOD COMPANY OF FELLOW ALBERG OWNERS, BUILDERS, SUPPLIERS AND OTHER GUESTS

A SAILPAST OF ALBERGS ON TORONTO BAYA RACE JUST FOR FUN (promising not to break your

boat)Note: Other events may be announced in future communications. Participation in events is, of course

optional.

Resist the urge to stay at home or at the dock, to golf or do other boring things.
Sail to RCYC for this very special event. You will not regret it. Register now (next
page).
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REGISTER NOW!

CANADA DAY RENDEZVOUS 2014, JUNE 29 TO JULY 2, CELEBRAT-
ING THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT LAKES ALBERG ASSO-

CIATION AND THE ALBERG 30. ALL ALBERG OWNERS ARE WEL-
COME

“Let’s support our association by attending this once in a lifetime event and ensure that this is the biggest and
best Alberg event ever”

Skipper’s Name: Phone No: No. of
Persons on board: Boat Type:
Length: Length: Beam:
Draft:

Please note that advance registration is necessary
to obtain a slip. The RCYC Harbour Master must
have this information in advance to be able to
assign you a slip. If you have not already done so,
register now, before you make other arrange-
ments which preclude you from attending this
very special event.

There is no charge for registration and no
penalty for cancelling. However, if you
must cancel, please let me know as soon as
possible by mail, email or phone; new-
man423@rogers.com or 416-284- 2474,
280 Beechgrove Dr., Toronto, ON,

M1E4A1

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY REGIS-
TERED YOU MAY REGISTER IN ANY
OF THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

Mail this completed form to: Bill Newman, 280
Beechgrove Dr., Toronto, ON, M1E4A1

Register on the Alberg web site, Alberg.ca

Email just the information required on this form to new-
man423@rogers.com.

Telephone: 416-284-2474

You are not too old to do this! Rmember,
sailing will keep you young, so join all the
other youngsters at RCYC.
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Annual General Meeting 2014

33 members representing 22 boats attended the GLAA 2014 Annual General

meeting at Toronto ’ s Cherry Street Restaurant on January 18. Directors made

their reports while members sampled the restaurant ’ s sumptuous food and drink

offerings. Highlights included the Commodore ’ s report, and awarding of the

Cruising Trophy to Richard and Margaret Mair ( pictured above ) . As well, John

Ball of Eventide received the award for winning the GLAA cup, and this year ’ s

Syronelle race series was taken by the team of Gemini ( Phil Berkenheier ) and

Jazz ( John Kitchener) .
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Our GLAA Partners



Visit us at

www.alberg.ca

GLAA Executive: seated ( L to R) Phil
Berkenheier, Cathie Coultis, Bill Newman

Standing ( L to R) Marc DeCorte (guest)

Janet McNally, Jeff Willis, Larry Richard-

son, David Tessier, Gord Martin

Remember to review the

12 page calendar on the

website for periodic up-

dates!


